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EXPECTED PROPERTIES OF HEAVY LEPTONS AND 
ANNIHILATION
Ya.I.Azimov, L.L.Frankfurt, V.A.Khoze 
Leningrad Nuclear Physios Institute ,USSR

1. There was a tall/1/ at Section B1 on the 
possibility of three components In annihila
tion . Here we shall discuss In more detail one 
of them, namely heavy leptons (HL). Unstable HL’s 
hare been discussed since many years ago (e.g./^/ 
and many other papers). More reoently theorists 
dreamed to make them responsible (at least partly) 
for some unexpected features of hadrons (e.g. 

especially, energy behaviour of

€T (e+e~-*/ч*ук-) c i / j r -
HL production and subsequent decays eight be re
levant also to hadronic jets and energy behaviour 
of hadron inclusive spectra.

Now two sets of data give the experimental 
evldenoe for HL in e +6 annihilation: anomalous 
Q.JA events/^/ and anomalousyfc production/®/.

We are theorists and It Is hard for us to Judge 
reliability of the data. But if all is O ’К with 
the experiments, we do possibly see a heavy lep
ton.

II. Let us suppose that anomalous events are 
due to a unique source. Then we can summarize 
evidences for some If“(unknown) particle produc
tion:

1. Energy threshold for &JIA events (no anomalo
us) events at-{yc 3.6 Gev/^/.

2. €?yH events become more collinear with S  

Increasing just as one expects for decay products 
/7,8/^

luaX3. Knergy dependence of p  tor Q  огуИ In 
anomalous 6уЦ events agrees with kinematic bounda
ry for the decay of a particle with the mass
~ 1.8+ 2 Gey/^/. The same seems to be true for 

anonalousyVf production/®/.
+ +■4. No anomalous Q ?  M ~  events have been seen,

*  -  /7/only® / Л  ' "  . it is Inconsistent with any 
electromagnetic production mechanism and agrees 
with decays of I f  and Ij .



Now we enumerate experimental arguments why If — 
oan not be a real hadron.

1. Momentum distributions and angular correla
tions ln all anomalous events prefer a 3-body 
decay over a 2-body one/6 ’7'8/.

2. A small upper boundary on hadronic contami
nation ln anomalous events/®/ апа a saall (if 
any) number of anomalous events^lf + smith as 
compared togyK + nothing/1®/ are claimed.

3. It seems to be no correlation between anoma
lous yield and R structures near 4.1 GeV^^.
But statistics Is not so large.

4. A small charged multiplicity ("'djia seen
ln association with anomalously prcducedjtf/6 *1 1 )1 2/

5. If ̂  13 a HL one can extract its leptonic 
branching ratio from the data. The values
(°Л7-о!оз)/8/ and (°-20-o!o8)/6/ agree *lth eaoh
other and with theoretloal estimates 0.2 (see 
below).

6. In the so '••ailed "muon tower* events
is a hadron) are observed. Their relative 

yield seems to be compatible with what one expects 
for a heavy lepton/8/.

7. General conclusion of SPBAH people Is that 
no SPEAR data seem to contradict the hypothesis
of HL production. If leptonic nature of T f  remains 
valid Perl suggests to use ' C  for its designation 
/ 8 / .

III. HL with mass r* 1.8+ 2 GeV seems to bo 
not produced in neutrino experiments/13/. So It 
may be a sequential lepton/1*/. This agrees with+*■7™ i _the observed ratios of anomalous S ”y£<, e, &. > 
yMyW events/15/.

Decays of such a lepton L  have been studied by 
many authors/2/ and recently revised/4/ for
1.8 OeV. Here is a short summary of Its properties 
under assumptions of maaaless neutrino , uni
versal weak Interaction and CVC.

1) For the main decay modes

L
v* e
t л'; А  Г

calculations are unanblguous. The sun of widths
(1) is ~3.8 £  , w h e r e =  All final
states ln (1) contain only one charged particle.

2) With additional assumptions/4^-*
3) The most uncertain theoretically is the 

many-hadron decay^-* + hadron continuum. At 
reasonable assumptions about hadron states
//Jr ~ (0.6+1)/̂  /4»12/.

Then 1) 0.19*0.21 ln agreement with the
data/6’8/; 1 1 ) C ^ / p ^ j r 0.85, where/7/*) Is the 
width of L decays with Л,charged final particles; 
ill) Г{>,ъ) /C iB£ 2 1  0.16*0.25 (experimentally
It ls<j/®/); lv) small yield of К ln L decays; 
v) ln r;ecays with И, - 1  ^£й^>/л^-ь0.35.

This leads to the following properties of 
reaction L*~LT with subsequent decays:
a) the main part of events have 2 prongs; b) 
events with»Vt/i>5 have small relative rate 
fe 0.2*0.3) and are mainly of a special kinema
tics one particle ln some direction, others ln 
the opposite one; c) 2.5*3.

+■ —Therefore, HL’s ln <2. g. annihilation do not 
practically contribute to hadronic Jets, "energy 
crisis" and Inclusive hadron spectra, because 
all of them b4ve been measured at И Д ^ / 12/ .
HL contribution to R should decrease at high 
energies due to the present expe/lnental compla- 
narity out off. Rough estimate for >*1̂ £г1.8 GeV 
and -if?c; 7.4 GeV accounting for eliminated в £, 
andejttevents gives О.75/12/.

IV. There are several ways how one Could 
support the heavy lepton “C  and help to It enter 
the Particle Data Group Tables.

1) Select 2-prong events and study their 
properties (it is hard to imagine a hadron 
decaying mainly Into 1 charged particle states).

2) 2-prong events should demonstrate thre
shold behaviour at -jTj'2  3.6 GeV.

3) Particle content of 2-prong events is 
very interesting.

4) 2-prong HL events have severe "energy 
crisis".

5) Check more carefully that anomalous events 
are rot correlated with R structures.



6) Detect 2-body d e c a y s ,'£-*^97' 
e.g. by means ot&TT correlation.

7) Measure momentum distributions and angular 
correlations In 2-prong events (especially In 
anomalous ones) with higher statistics and pre
cision Theoretical oaloulatlons see ln^*'16^.

8) Check the point-llke character of £-• For
/ *2. any secondary particle /^the quantity (u/-

, k .  , ___i _________ 2. .
(5'С<г%_-*уя#'/< ) 3 - f £  o ltJ

should grow monotonlcally w i t h A n y  decreas
ing form factor violates this property.

V. After and If the existence of the HL Is 
proved the next step will be to understand Its 
nature - the decay current and coupling, the 
mass of , the connec tion of'ST with С  andyjf
- and to searoh for other charged and neutral 
HL's. A neutral HL could be produced In decays 
of new heavy hadroas. Such a mode could change 
our Ideas on heavy hadron decays and have some 
relation to the dlreot lepton ргоЫев/1^ .

The general theoretical situation about HL 
is uncertain. Today we know no theoretical argu
ments that would Inevitably require the exis
tence of an HL. Experimental situation Is also 
not quite definite.

So wf.it for the next Conference.
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